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Highly Accurate Character Recognition Technology
With the spread of smartphones and cloud-based services,
services able to extract characters from photographs and
images are also showing signs of expansion. However,
extracting characters from photographs of scenery is a difficult issue, and there is room for improvement, especially in
recognizing Japanese. Thus, we have developed technology
that implements highly-accurate character recognition from
scenery photographs. We have provided a service using this
technology, created a platform infrastructure, and published
an API. Our goal is to develop open-innovation services
through this infrastructure.
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*1 Moiré: A new striped pattern emerging from
overlapping well-ordered striped patterns, due
to differences in periodicity between the
stripes.
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Figure 1 Character recognition technology
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*2 Platform: A shared infrastructure. Here, we
mean a system providing functionality to various connected applications or Web services.
TM
*3 Android : A software platform for smartphones and tablets consisting of an operating
system, middleware, and major applications. A

trademark or registered trademark of Google
Inc., United States.
*4 API: An interface that provides functionality of
an application program. Allows developers to
develop programs by combining control logic
with API calls.
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highly scalable implementation.
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3. Providing a Character Recognition API
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4. Example Service
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Figure 2 Character recognition API system structure

API (Figure 3). Alternatively, images
can be registered in an image gallery,
where they are processed to detect
words, and these can then be used for
input through the photographed-charac-

*5 Load balancer: A device that centrally manages external requests and transmits them to
servers with equivalent functionality. Used to
distribute load over the servers.
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Switch modes

Launch the camera

Enter character
from the recognition result

Tap to photograph

Switch to the camera mode
similarly to switching between
character input modes
木菟 と フクロウ の
違い フクロク フクログ アクロウ
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Place the functionality
on the key panel as an icon

木菟とフクロウの違い
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as a key panel

Japanese
Switch
languages Korean

Keyboard mode

Select a range
and perform
character recognition

Chinese
English

Use recognition results
as candidates for input

Camera mode

GoogleTM：GoogleTM or its icon is a trademark or registered trademark of Google Inc., United States.

Figure 3 Photographed character input (using camera)

ter input key panel (Figure 4). This
feature is implemented using the scene
image recognition API.

By registering an image and performing
character recognition ahead of time…

Select an image gallery
with slide operations

Enter character
from the image gallery

5. Example of Application in Terminal
Applications
As an application example, we
developed a restaurant menu translation
application using the language processing features of the character recognition

Registered image gallery

Camera mode

Figure 4 Photographed character input (using gallery)

API. An overview of this application is
shown in Figure 5. Language processing is used to detect and correct names

cannot read a menu (in Korean, Chi-

result is displayed immediately. The

of dishes, and by implementing these

nese, English or Japanese) he/she can

words, before and after translation, can

functions on the terminal, we were able

simply display the menu in this applica-

also be used to search the Internet by

to implement real-time operation that

tion with the camera, and a Japanese or

simply tapping a Share button. In the
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future, we plan to implement a mobile
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played on the same screen. The user

service that will allow users to see
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positions them within a frame in the

tions of character that is difficult to

language. If, while on vacation, the user

middle of the screen, and the translation

input, such as on a sign or on products
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images and photographs easily, by
Switch languages

Prior preparation

building it into an infrastructure. By
applying this technology and infrastructure to photographs taken using a

(1) Download dictionary
(2) Select menu language

Japanese

Chinese (traditional)
Chinese (simplified)
Korean
English

mobile phone camera, we have further
promoted advances in mobile services.
In the future, we are planning to
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Application linking
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improve performance by gathering
image data on a large scale, to add
functionality such as support for hand-

Display real time
translation result

written character and additional lanMenu words can be used immediately
for email, search, SNS, or anything else

guages, and to study application of the
infrastructure we have developed for
various services.

Figure 5 Restaurant menu translation application overview

Reference

while shopping overseas, simply by displaying it on their mobile terminal
screen using the camera.

6. Conclusion
We have developed technology that

[1] NTT DOCOMO: “Character recognition
API.”
http://recognize.jp/

enables characters to be extracted from
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